
Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

Progress Report for the Financial Year
July 2009 – April 2010

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Bi-annual Customer Satisfication Survey Results
For December 2009

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

GIS Champion floating trophy

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

Do you display your correct street number?

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

LIS: From “nice to have” to necessity

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

Events

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoor.  According to Petro the information
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applications which are submitted to Council for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners:
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued



Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS) conducted a bi-annual
customer satisfaction survey during December 2009.  Clients
who utilized our services within the last 6 months were requested
to complete the survey. In total 85 questionnaires were returned
and ranged from Municipal Owned entities, internal departments
and external clients.
A summary of the results are reflected below:
1 – Poor (0% – 29%)
2 – Below average (30% - 49%)
3 – Satisfactory (50% - 69%)
4 – Good (70% - 89%)
5 – Excellent (90% - 100%)

CGIS Overall customer service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 86.73%

Overall Availability and accessibility (Telephone & in person):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 79.33%

Overall Response time (Info Counter, Fax service, Map
requests, website queries): Total Results 2009/2010 - 81.35%

Overall Quality of service (Info counter, Fax service, Map
requests, Data maintenance, Website):
Total Results 2009/2010 - 84.27%

Overall Values of CGIS (Customer Focus, Quality,
Accessibility, Efficiency, Professional staff and Innovation:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 87.05%

Clients who would continue to make use of CGIS service:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Does GIS support your decision making?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 100%

Staff suitably and adequately trained?:
Total Results 2009/2010 - 97.15%

The CGIS customer satisfaction has improved within the past
6 months. This survey is used as a measurement for improvement
within the next 6 months of the July 2009/June 2010 financial
year.

Public Information Counter:
A total of 7 600 clients were attended to at the information
counter, with an average of 760 clients per month.

Fax Service:
To date there are 393 subscribed clients with an average of
489.9 requests attended to per month. Total of 4 899 requests
were attended to at the fax service.

Projects Section:
A total of 364 clients were attended to, of which 220 were
external clients, with an average of 36.4 task requests per
month.

Spatial Information Section:
The Spatial Information section captured a total of 8 671 stands
and 84 Surveyor General approved Townships. A total of 8 515
cadastral corrections were attended to which included missing
stands, incorrect descriptions and manage of the property
lineage.  A number of 1 679 data shifts and adjustments were
done to correct slivers and overlapping of boundaries.

For the Deeds mismatch project a total of 25 878 records were
received from the Deeds Office of which only 193 mismatched
of which 181 was resolved, leaving 12 records outstanding as
a result of information not received or available from the Chief
Surveyor's Office.

A total of 45 263 Sectional scheme units were captured.
A total of 384 new street centerlines were captured and 198
centerlines were corrected.

Street Address Section:
The street address section captured a total of 19 500 new
addresses, 2 094 regulation 38
(Consolidations and subdivisions) and commented on 820
subdivisions and consolidations.

Website training:
A total of 257 clients were trained on how to utilize the Online
Maps Website more effectively, of which 187 were Development
Planning and Urban Management staff, 41 were internal clients
and 29 were external clients.  Free website training will resume
in July 2010.
For more information call 011 407-6203 or email
Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Internal Online Maps Website:
There was a total of 2 320 846 hits experienced on the internal
“city maps” website via Jozinet, with an average of 232 085
hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Subscription Theme with 1 494 298 hits.

External Online Maps Website:
A total of 1 012 477 hits were experienced on the external
“Online Maps (GIS)’ website via eservices, with an average of
101 248 hits per month.

The most frequently used theme on the website is the Property
Free Theme with 794 504 hits.

We are nearing the end of the 2009/2010 financial year and it is once again time
for Corporate Geo-Informatics to take stock of our achievements.

We are proud of our achievements and loved sharing them with local and
international visitors alike.  Those impressed by South Africa’s contribution to
improved property services include visitors from the Netherlands and India as well
as eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Nelson Mandela Bay municipalities.

Integration between the Land Information System (LIS) and the City’s billing system
(SAP ISU) has been implemented.  Through close co-operation between the role-
players of the two systems, success has been achieved with the first three phases
of the SAP go-live programme.  To date, more than 75% of the City’s properties
have been sourced from the LIS to generate bills from SAP and the rest will follow
by end June 2010.  The inclusion of the Johannesburg Property Company’s (JPC)
processes into the LIS has started and will continue into the new financial year.
The Housing and Valuation modules will follow, while the basic integration with

Deeds will be completed before June 2010.  The investigation into a suitable LIS reporting tool is well underway and we have
had presentations by service providers, offering promising solutions for the City.

The new aerial photography has been completed and is available on our mapping website.  Progress has been made to publish
additional information on the mapping website and by July 2010 the Geotechnical, signage and Sectional Title information
will be published.  Almost 50 000 additional Sectional Titles have been captured since July 2009 and we are aiming to have
captured another 10� 000 by the end of June 2010.

The base datasets like cadastre, zoning, street addresses, road centerlines and proposed townships have once again conscientiously
been maintained according to out data quality standards.   Service level agreements have been entered into with the Municipal
Entities to enable us to monitor the complete set of spatial data across the City. New data licensing agreements have been
entered into by external customers who wish to obtain, use and publish the City’s spatial data or to develop value added
products for customers.

Through research, a roadmap has been developed for the implementation of ArcGIS Server, which will be implemented in the
new financial year.

On the communication front, the quarterly GIS User Group meetings have taken place and included presentations such as
“street view” videography which is captured from vehicles traveling the streets.  The Valuations Directorate has taken a keen
interest to this type of information to minimize their fieldwork.
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We value your comments and
suggestions.

Please e-mail comments and
suggestions to cgis@joburg.org.za

Contact Corporate GIS

Taking stock of our achievements

We have started preparing for yet another GIS awareness event during August/September 2010, hosted by the University of
Johannesburg and made possible by the support of ESRI and the GIS Society of South Africa (GISSA). Over and above the two
day hands-on GIS laboratory work, a GPS treasure hunt will be included on the third day.   We are hoping to attract more than
a thousand Geography learners from Gauteng schools.

Congratulations to those who entered and won our website competition. Keep up the enthusiasm and keep those hits rolling
in. Who knows, you might be the next winner!

As always, thank you for your support.

Marcelle Hattingh
Director: Corporate Geo-Informatics (CGIS)

March winner: External company subscriber
“Joburg Council’s CGIS Unit renders an invaluable service to
our company” says Petro Barnard National Development Manager
at Primedia Outdoo r.  According to Petro the informat ion
supplied by the CGIS Unit is used extensively by the company’s
Development Division in preparing outdoor advertising sign
applic ations which are submitted to Counc il for approval.
“We make use of this service nearly on a daily basis to obtain
aerial photographs, zoning information and stand numbers
which are used in our Council applications” says Petro.   She
added that as the information is electronically supplied this
saves a considerable period of time. Petro concluded by saying
“We have also found the training and information sessions
offered by the CGIS Unit to be highly informative by keeping
us abreast of new developments and to use the system to its
full potential.”

March winner: Internal staff
“The CGIS online maps are a very useful tool to us at Revenue
and Customer relation management.  It assists us in identifying
property description and street addresses”, says Peter Kubjana
from Revenue Management directorate in Region F.
April Winner: External company subscriber
“We certainly appreciate the further 6 months free access to
the online maps facility” says Garth Klein, from the University
of Witwatersrand. “My colleagues have necessitated finding
information linked to the City of Johannesburg online maps for
their projects. The Yeoville project (which is a collaboration
between our School and the City) has been a good basis for
the skills development of the students in the use of GIS and the
resources you offer.  Once again, our appreciation for the services
and for the prize.”

Top management support is the secret ingredient for

a successful Geographic Information System (GIS)

environment. The "GIS Champion" floating trophy has

been awarded to the MMC: DP&UM Roslynn Greeff in

recognition of her support to Corporate Geo-Informatics

(CGIS) during 2009 and beyond.

Departments that are currently accessing the system as subscribers are Development Planning & Urban Management (DP&UM),
Valuations, CRM and Revenue, Health, Housing, Economic Development, JMPD and Emergency Management Services (EMS),
Transportation and Environmental Management.  MOEs accessing the system are City Power, Joburg Water, Joburg Roads, Pikitup,
Joburg Property Company (JPC) and City Parks.

To access the Internal Online Maps website, visit Jozinet and click on the “City Maps” link. An external website is available to the
public, also offering the two types of access. Users have the option to register as an E Services client and subscribe to the website,
or access the free maps via the “Online Maps” link. Visit www.joburg.org.za scroll down and click on the “E Services” link.

For more information on how to subscribe to the website contact Bernadette Rigney on 011 407-6192 or email Bernadette@joburg.org.za

Free training on how to utilize the website to its full potential is offered on request. To arrange training contact Lesley Adams on
011 407-6203 or email Lesleya@joburg.org.za

Dynamic property information on the Web

Corporate Geo-Informatic’s interactive mapping website uses GIS to publish property related information that is crucial for decision-
making. The website provides access to spatial data such as Property, Zoning, Proposed townships, Development Trends, Economic
Nodes, Transportation, Environmental Impact Assessment areas, etc. as well as a number of layers such as Council Owned Land,
Road Centerlines, Tourism, etc. that relate specifically to the Municipal Owned Entities (MOEs).

The utilisation of spatial data in the City’s daily operations is becoming more sophisticated.  Typically an employee at operational
level would use the website to locate a stand or property or verify a stand number or street address and overlay the aerial
photography for clarity. However, at managerial level the information would be used to track and trace development applications
while at strategic level the overall development trends would be identified.

The website offers two types of access, namely anonymous (free) and subscription.

Anonymous:
Basic Information includes:
• Stand Numbers and zoning
• Street Addresses
• Township Names
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2006)

(25 cm pixels viewable)
• 5 meter contours
• Informal Settlements
• Points of Interest
• Routing

Basic functionality includes:
• Zooming (in and out)
• Panning
• Basic Printing facilities (A5 only)

Subscription:
All basic information that is available through
anonymous access PLUS:
• Full resolution Aerial Photography (2009)

(15 cm pixels viewable)
• Zoning information
• Proposed Townships and images
• 2 meter contours

All functionality available through anonymous access
PLUS:
• Customized mapmaking tools
• Feature selection
• Area and distance measuring
• DXF/Shape file downloads (at an additional cost)
• Enhanced printing (A4 or A3 print sizes)

A valid address also enables the occupants to open bank accounts
or buying on credit. An address is required by the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), for obtaining an identity document
or a passport as stipulated by the Identification Act 7.

The City now has more than 800 000 formalised street addresses
allocated and is in the process of delivering the last 140 000
letters to properties Region D (Greater Soweto). Through this
project the City facilitates sustainable development and service
delivery to all its citizens which is not possible without basic

information such as a physical street address.
The display of all addresses in the City is important and it will
be a good example if all Council employees and officials set the
example by the clear display of their street numbers in the
communities they reside in as well as Council offices and Council
facilities.

You have easy access to street address information from the
City via the eservices.joburg.org.za
and click on Online Maps (GIS).

The City embarked on a street address verification and allocation
project at the end of 2007. The City then had approximately
650 000 properties but only 380 000 formal street addresses.
The project focused on providing physical street addresses for
properties using stand numbers and in some cases house numbers
for identification.

Stand numbers and house numbers are problematic because
they do not always follow in sequential number order and rely
on local knowledge for interpretation.
The implementation of the new addresses require Council to
deliver a letter to each individual household that confirms the
new street address and advise the owner/ tenant on their

The first humble steps to build a single data base containing all
land related information required for the billing process were
taken in 2007.  Since then the Land Information System (LIS)
has won a JIKE Innovation award in 2008 and it has become
clear that the City of Johannesburg cannot do without an LIS.

The LIS as it is operating today is more than just an electronic
information system that integrates property data - it also ensures
a specific work flow procedure for Planning applications through
the complicated planning approval process.  When an application
is approved it triggers workflow tasks to Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS), Valuations and at the end of the property
value chain supplies the data to the SAP IS-U and the Venus
billing systems. Information transferred to the billing systems
includes the unique property identifier used by LIS and SAP,
stand numbers, ownership, transfer dates, zoning, street addresses
and valuation details.

Work completed as part of the LIS Phase 2 development by
December 2009 provided enhancements to the Town Planning
Application System (TAS), the Building Plan Application System
(BAS), GIS workflow and the Valuation workflow. The spatial
capture, Deeds processing and valuation of sectional title units
have now been incorporated in the LIS workflow.
The biggest benefit derived from the developments and
implementation of the above lies in the good relations built
between the various departments and directorates involved. We
all have a common goal of achieving the highest quality data
possible and to provide the best property service to our citizens.

We are looking forward to further enhancements to the LIS
which are already in progress and will keep you posted on the
developments.

This year the City of Johannesburg celebrated its 6th GIS Day
event by introducing the Joburg2009 aerial photography and
oblique imagery which was flown in June 2009.  More than
120 visitors had the opportunity to view the imagery during
presentations throughout the day.  The City Manager was
amongst the attendees and commented on the crucial role of
imagery in a large City to reduce field work but also mentioned
the importance to coordinate imagery across municipal
boundaries.

Responses from other visitors were “… eagerly awaiting the
publishing of the 2009 imagery on the website” and “…
impressed with the oblique imagery for the selected areas but
disappointed that it is not available for the rest of the City”.
Staff members from various COJ departments enthusiastically
detected changes between the new and old (2006) aerial
photography.  Emergency Management Services (EMS)
commented on how oblique imagery will assist to calculate the
water pressure required to reach the top of buildings within the
CBDs of Johannesburg, Randburg, Sandton, Roodepoort and
Midrand.

Guided tours provided the opportunity for Corporate Geo-
Informatics (CGIS) staff to demonstrate and create awareness
about GIS technology and its applications in local government.
 CGIS staff members were furthermore on duty on the ground
floor, Metro Link, 2nd Floor and 8th Floor of the Metro Centre
in Braamfontein to market and draw attention to the many
products and services offered by the directorate.  Approximately
300 visitors were guided through the online maps website
application, viewed the map galleries and received GIS
information packs.

The 2009 customer survey indicated a substantial increase in
GIS awareness. Celebrating the annual international GIS Day
thus plays a powerful role in creating geographic awareness
and has become a sought after event which both customers
and staff look forward to attending each year.

18 November, GIS DAY 2009 – Corporate Geo-Informatics,
City of Johannesburg

Words from past winners: GIS in action
As third year Geography students at the University of Johannesburg, our modules are based on the study of GIS (geographic
information systems). One of our Projects was “GIS in action”.

We had to identify a GIS company, establish how they use GIS and the importance of GIS within their working environment,
including software and hardware. Our findings had to be presented to the rest of the third year Geography students and the
Educator. We chose the City of Johannesburg’s directorate Corporate Geo-informatics (CGIS) within the Department of Development
Planning and Urban Management.

The information was gathered over a period of seven (7) days. This included numerous visits and close working and communication
with Management and staff of CGIS. CGIS was really friendly and very helpful, always willing to answer questions and go the
extra mile for us. Our goals were achieved as a result of the valuable input, guidance and assistance of the management and staff
of CGIS. Needless to say…our team achieved a distinction!

Thank you so much CGIS!
Mpho Pule (Team Leader)

IMS Competition

March Winner: Peter Kubjana
Internal

March Winner: Hannes Joubert
External Individual

March Winner: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd
External Company

Excited GIS assistant explaining to visitor GIS staff enjoying the celebrations The City Manager of Johannesburg
attending one of the presentations

April winner: Internal staff “We use the City maps everyday
for verifying property queries such as stand numbers and street
addresses and zoning information.  The aerial photography has
become a useful source of information for clarity.  We are
fortunate to have such information available at our fingertips
– just a click away”, says Sharon Rajah from Revenue and Customer
relations management, Finance directorate in Region A.

Search the Online Maps Website and Win!

Corporate Geo-Informatics is running an internal and external
monthly competition from 1 March 2010 to 30 June 2010.

Internal:
Staff are required to visit Jozinet and click on “Competition”.

Answer the competition question by searching the Online Maps
website.

External: (individual and company subscribers)
The subscriber who has accessed the online maps website the
most for a particular month (with the most hits at the end of
each month) will receive an additional 6 months’ free Online
Maps subscription.

The monthly winner will be notified telephonically and by e-
mail. The names of the winners will be published, via COJmsg
and in the Directorate’s electronic newsletter.

Good luck!

Competition winners for March 2010:
Internal: Peter Kubjana from Revenue Management, R&CRM
External individual: Hannes Joubert
External company: Primedia Outdoor Pty Ltd

Competition winners for April 2010:
Internal: Sharon Rajah from Finance, R&CRM
External individual: Ross Sommerville
External company: University of Witwatersrand

Competition winner for May 2010:
Internal: Goodness Mthombeni from Valuations directorate,
Finance
External individual: Romel Bechoo
External company: Broll Gauteng (Pty) Ltd

April Winner:
Sharon Rajah

Internal

April Winner:
University of the Witwatersrand
External Company

Words from past winners: - Continued


